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Introduction 

In November 1995, at the invitation of the Council of Elders Maya Kichee through the old priest Wacatel 

Utiú (Wandering Wolf), Don Alejandro Cirilo Perez Oxlaj, a meeting attended by representatives of 

natural peoples of the Americas was held in Guatemala. The reason for the meeting originated in the 

Mayan codices, pointing in these years the awakening of America, a time when the sacred traditions 

preserved by the Elders and hidden for centuries see the light. 

 

The notes are then read not only the product of a biographical work: have largely distillate observations, 

experiences, interviews with natives and people of Guatemala mainly from several meetings with 

members of the Mayan Priests Wacatel Utiú represented by Don Alejandro Cirilo Perez Oxlaj, which 

have provided valuable information for the completion of this work, and we have begun a relationship 

of mutual cooperation in this crusade by the twinning of all peoples and building a new and better 

world. My special thanks go to the priest Gerardo Barrios. 

Time Lords 

No civilization in history has deepened both the knowledge and mastery of time as he has Mayan. 

 

Time always has been conceptualized and measured man; He has tried to imprison somehow following 

the natural cycles; day and night, winter and summer. For modern man, days, months, years, centuries 

time capture logic and somehow giving this as elusive dimension. In the Mayan concept, time is not 

exactly imprisoned but flows through a wire that has no beginning or end. 

 

Our mentality does not allow us to contain the years that we will not live. We are tragically finite to refer 

all facts of life to our own experience. Maya conceives itself as an infinite being that was, is and will be, 

and the events of his life are only one phase of the many events occurring in any of the thousands of 

cycles that contain everything. 

 

B'aatz, the thread coming down from heaven to earth, from the past and into the future is the road that 

passes the Maya. Knowledge of cycles from the Kin, 24 hours, until MHz expressing million days, reflect 

a temporal concept that may well resemble eternity, where all existing flows and where man is only one 

piece of this colossal game. At this time civilization has not been captured but rather channeled into 

cycles that do not put barriers to their eternal flow. 

 

Kins, uinals, tunes, katuns, baktun are being fitted into each other creating a temporary gear gigantic. 



Just as it is impossible to imagine the limits of space when our mind flies to its borders, always relative, 

we can not imagine the beginning and end of the thread of time. 

 

Fixtures 

 

The calendar is one of the tools that mankind has used to measure and understand time. Based on the 

natural cycles, it is often the sun, their movements and their relationship to Earth that mark the 

important and understandable to the man cycles. The Mayan world is no exception. 

 

Modern Mayan priests say the existence of 20 different calendars; however the most common are two: 

Chol'qiij and Haab. 

 

The Chol'qiij is the sacred calendar consists of 13 months of 20 days each, completing 260 days at the 

end of the cycle, while remaining the fetus in the womb. Each day is preceded by a number from 1 to 13. 

1 Kan, 2 Keme, 3 Kiej and so on until 13; the fourteenth day again takes the number one way that does 

not correspond to Kan but Tijaax: 1 Tijaax, 2 Kawoc, 3 Ajpuu. After 260 days will coincide Kan 1, 2 Keme, 

thus completing the cycle Chol'qiij that each of the numbers 1 through 13 are combined with each of the 

20 days calendrical. 

 

The Haab calendar is composed of 18 months of 20 days and one month of 5, completing 365 days. 

 

Thirteen is a sacred number; It considered in anthropological key is the ruler of knowledge, theurgy, and 

the astronomical key is one of the most widely used numerical concepts. Thirteen times the huinal is 

repeated to form a tun and the numbers from 1 to 13 are combined with each day of huinal to complete 

all combinations after a sacred year of 260 days or Chol'qiij. 

 

The Maya have 12 hours of light; from five in the morning when the sun rises until 5 pm on falling on the 

horizon, forming the following cycle: 

 

8 (12 a.m.) 9 (13 pm) 

7 (11 a.m.) 

6 (10 a.m.) 10 (14 pm) 

5 (9 a.m.) 

4 (8 a.m.) 11 (15 .m.) 

3 (7 a.m.) 

2 (6 a.m.) 12 (16 pm) 

1 (5 a.m.) 13 (17 pm) 

 

The hours that most solar light is received are 8 and 9 numbers to have a particularly sacred meaning in 

Chol'qiij, since the most important festivals are held these days. 



Each number has a special meaning when it comes to interpreting the fate of a man, and the 

combination of a number from 1 to 13 with one of the 20 days of Chol'qiij allow to build a chart. 

 

HUN: (1) The human being, with all its potential for development. 

KAB ': (2) Women. 

Oxib: (3) child. 

KIEJEB: (4) The four cardinal points. 

JOB ': (5) work. 

Wakib: (6) The material world. 

Vucub: (7) Balance. 

WAXAJQIB: (8) Solar Number. The pure spirit. 

Belejeb ': (9) Number moon. The translation of the spiritual in the world of causes and effects. 

Lajuj: (10) The division and multiplication. 

HUNLAJUJ: (11) The circle, the wheel cycles. 

Kab'lajuj: (12) community. 

OXLAJUJ: (13) Knowledge, theurgy, magic. 

 

If multiplies obtain 13 x 4 52; the 52-year solar cycle is a Tiku. 

 

Nine tikus make a cycle of 468 years called "The Nine Hells" or Belejeb Tiku, and thirteen tikus form a 

period of 676 years, called "The thirteen skies" Oxlajuj Tiku. Between the two periods are five years of 

lace, thus forming a total period 1149 years. 

 

The last nine hells, according to the chronology revealed to the priests, began the day Hernan Cortes 

landed in Mexico, and ended on August 17, 1987. Then came the five-year engagement, and August 17, 

1992 They began the 13 heavens whose gestation lasts until 2001. After that date the prophecy that 

comes a period of light for humanity preceded major violent and painful but necessary changes. 

The Cholq'ij 

 

Each calendar day is considered a deity and is associated with a Kab'awil, or holy icon ideogram 

containing its meaning. In Guatemala the Mayan-Quiche language for naming day is used. 

B'aatz: The Kab'awil. At the top there is a cone having rolled the thread of time, which falls to the earth 

through the duality, the male and female polarities.  

B'aatz (Monkey/CHUEN): The time. Suitable for weddings, inaugurations day. In 8 B'aatz marks the 

Mayan new year. Day to ask for protection for artists. B'aatz natives are skilled at the arts and 

commerce. They are generous, funny and successful in their judgments. 

Ee (Road/EB/Human): The Kab'awil. In the upper right ear symbolizing the road and its curves it is 

represented. The points are stones that are placed beside the road. It is always depicted with a flat nose, 

meaning the rungs of a ladder. Ee: road, stairs. Day trader. Spiritual path destination. Conducive to pray 



for business prosperity and good health, also to pray for the spiritual path day. The native Ee is gay, hard 

working, obedient, determined, intuitive, restless and reserved. 

Aaj (Reed/BEN): The Kab'awil. The horizontal line represents multiplication and horizon. The vertical 

lines below the horizon are the reeds; which they are above and do not reach the horizon indicate that 

in the spiritual world has not come to full development. Aaj: cane, multiplication, reincarnation. Suitable 

for protection day, also to pray for the revival of things. Aaj natives: masters, clairvoyants, determined, 

proud. 

The Kab'awil (Jaguar/IX). It represents the heart of the planet, the female reproductive tract, the face of 

a jaguar and points east on the world map. Ix: woman, tiger. Conducive to pray for grandmothers, 

mothers, daughters, sisters and wives day. For wisdom at 4 Balanes, cunning and protection of Mother 

Nature. To thank the Earth for sustenance. Ix is the native cunning, enterprising, vigorous, bold and 

realistic. Interested fame and success. 

Tz'ikin (Eagle/MEN): The Kab'awil. It represents the head of an eagle. The top is bald and vertical lines 

are the top of the head. Tz'ikin: auspicious day to communicate with the heart of heaven and earth, ask 

abundance, life and health. Tz'ikin natives are cheerful, talkative, shapers of their own destiny and very 

intelligent. 

Ajmaq (Wisdom/CIB): The Kab'awil. It represents the mind in a state of forgiveness and enlightenment. 

It is a brain which leave lines rays and expansion in all directions. It represents spiritual communion with 

nahuales.  Ajmaq: sin and forgiveness. The elders and ancestral wisdom. Suitable for forgiveness, pray 

for the soul of grandparents, cosmic, material and spiritual strength day. Ajmaq natives are quiet, 

shrewd, prudent, wise, balanced, long life and health. 

N'oj (Earth/CABAN): The Kab'awil. Symbolizes knowledge. The drawing represents the brain center and 

the three points, degrees of spiritual growth. No'j: wisdom, the power of intelligence. Conducive to 

study science, ask for understanding, find out the destiny of people day. The native No'j have creative 

talent, it is good medical healer, traditional and dogmatic, but humanistic. 

Tijaax (Flint/ETZNAB): The Kab'awil. It represents the tip of a flint knife viewed from the front and a 

pyramid view from above. Tijaax: knife, release, obsidian. Suitable for protection against enemies, 

accidents temptations and day. Native Tijaax can be doctors or healers, optimistic, cold and peaceful, 

but they can act with extreme violence. 

Kawoc (Storm/CAUAC): The Kab'awil. The top sphere represents the support of the world. The small 

spheres represent members of a family, community or bias. Kawoq: family, home, community, disciples, 

rain, lightning. Condusive to ask clairvoyance, unity of the people, mental clarity, rain and to baptize 

infants the day. Kawoc natives are good leaders of their community, fortune tellers, artists and assume 

responsibilities. Cool and peaceful, they can also act very violently. 

Aj pu (Sun/AHAU): The Kab'awil. It represents the face of a cerbatanero or hunter. Ajpu: Mr. warrior, 

cerbatanero. Conducive to thank the sun for giving us ask fertility, good harvest, safety, health, spiritual 



evolution and day value. The native of Ajpu is smart, artist, observer, kind and courageous, romantic and 

a good speaker, stealth and cunning. 

Imox (Crocodile/IMIX): The Kab'awil. It represents a glass of water. The top is the mouth; vertical lines 

testify to its roundness. It also represents a ready to provide milk to children womb. Imox: left, water. 

Day teachable disciples, feeling and love God, capture the messages of nature, beg messages through 

sleep, the mother has milk for your child. Imox is the native home, uncertain, messy, suspicious, good 

warrior, sensible and humane. 

Iiq (Wind/IK): The kab'awil. It represents a window as those used in the Classic Maya period, through 

which ran the air. Iiq: air, thunder, wind, tear drop. Condusive to ask for spiritual strength and purity 

day. The native IIQ has great strength of character, but is unstable and extreme . 

Ak'ab'al (Night/AKBAL): The Kab'awil. The two lateral hooks. It represents light and darkness 

simultaneously. The sky is dark shadow and oblique lines above represent emerging light clears the 

darkness of materialism on earth. Ak'ab'al: dawn, dusk, the two polarities of light energy. Condusive to 

ask God to enlighten our path, stability and hope, light and happiness for the community day. Ak'ab'al 

natives are great people, stay young, agarose life full of struggle, practical idealists, much loved by the 

people. 

K'at (Seed/KAN): The Kab'awil. The sphere trapped by the lower notch. It represents the force of gravity 

on Earth, which is divided into two poles of a magnet or energies. K'at: The red, yellow, tests, gravity. 

Ordered conducive to the development of children and the fertility of women, the release of prisoners 

and for the sacred knowledge is not lost. 

Kaan (Serpent/CHICCHAN): The Kab'awil. The upper left drawing represents the design on the back with 

snakes. Kaan: the snake, the spiral of evolution. Conducive to pray for the spiritual evolution, for the 

balance, to give thanks. To order mate or life partner. The native of Kaan's smart, loyal, energetic, great 

spirit of sacrifice, traditionalist. 

Keme (Transformer/CIMI): The Kab'awil. It represents a dead, with his eyes closed and teeth out. The 

vertical line represents the cycle of death and birth: reincarnation. Keme: death, birth. The Fortune-

teller. Suitable for protection by the community, good memory, ability and quiet: The native Keme is 

clairvoyant, cunning and intelligent, charismatic and capable of self-control, altruistic. 

Kiej (Deer/MANIK): The Kab'awil. It is a picture of a fist, the 4 corners are represented by the four fingers 

of the right and powered by the opposition finger. Kiej: deer four polarities. Conducive to ask for 

strength and power, understanding, courage to work, success in life. The native Kiej is strong, 

responsible, snatched, manipulative and occupies important positions. 

Q'aniil (Star/LAMAT): The Kab'awil. It represents a hole in the ground with Tikjob, agricultural tool used 

to open the land on which the seeds are deposited. The 4 spheres represent 4 seeds which in turn 

symbolize the four men of corn or four races of humanity, black, red, yellow and white. Q'aniil: seed. 



Conducive to revive barren lands, gives fertility and health; it asks for all that is going to start. The native 

Q'aniil is intuitive, emotional, worker, fertile, calculator and loving. 

Tooj (Offering/MULUC): The Kab'awil. It represents a wheel with its axis. The circle with a dot in the 

center symbolizes the law of cause and effect. Tooj: payment. Conducive to repay the gifts received, 

praise the grandfather sun, get in harmony with the Creator and ask that light reaches everyone. Also to 

receive baptism. The native Tooj is phlegmatic, respectful, possessive, restless and sick. 

Tz'I (Dog/OC): The kab'awil.Representa in the left upper and lower driving forces spiritual law, and the 

right side Tz'i tail, which is the watchdog of the Law Tz'i. The law, justice, order. Suitable for justice, 

material and spiritual, there is no deviation in the spiritual path, emotional balance, order and 

transparency is made. The native Tz'i is fair and can be great spies, discoverers of secrets, ritualistic, 

lawyers, judges and magistrates. 

 

The holy days of Cholq'ij 
They are the holy days that mark milestones in the life of men. The Mayans celebrated the feasts of 
Chol'qiij, usually prescribed in the 8th and 9th, 8 being the most sacred number, and the most 
important holiday for the calendar must B'aatz 8, the principle of Chol'quiij The Mayan New Year. 
 
Throughout the Maya-Quiche region this is the first day of the year. So natural to conceive Guatemala 
yesterday, today and probably tomorrow. It's tradition and will continue doing so. All publications with 
Chol'qiij agendas, which are about sixty, beginning on 8 B'aatz; Yucatecan Maya region in the beginning 
of the calendar is 1 Imox. 
 
Other festivals are: 
Kiej 8: Day of the spiritual energy of the Mayan priest. 
8 Ee ': Day of Destiny. Sacbe, the White Way. 
8 SERPENT/CHICCHAN Kaan: serpentine day of spiritual strength. 
8 Tzi'kin: Holy Communion day. 
8 I'k: Day purification. 
8 No'j: Awareness Day. 
9 B'aatz: day of the Mayan priestess. 

Each calendar day is considered a deity and is associated with a Kab'awil sacred icon or containing 

ideogram meaning. In Guatemala Quiche-Maya language for naming day it is used. 

 

 


